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Key Points:
•

Shear layer turbulence increases with local velocity ratio and with a decreasing vertical
confinement of flow

•

The existence of quasi-two-dimensional coherent structures is driven by velocity ratio
and the direction and magnitude of transverse flow

•

Coherent structures cannot develop if velocity ratio is lower than 0.3 and if a significant
transverse flow towards the main channel occurs
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Abstract
Turbulent mixing layers associated with streamwise uniform and non-uniform flows in
compound channels (main channel with adjacent floodplains) are experimentally investigated.
The experiments start with uniform flow conditions. The streamwise non-uniformity is then
generated by imposing an imbalance in the upstream discharge distribution between main
channel (MC) and floodplains (FPs), keeping the total discharge constant, which results in a
transverse depth-averaged mean flow. This study firstly aims at assessing the effect of a
transverse flow on the mixing layer and coherent structures that form at the MC/FP interfaces. A
wide range of initial velocity ratio or dimensionless shear between MC and FP is tested. The
study secondly aims at assessing the effect of this velocity ratio on the mixing layer, for a fixed
vertical confinement of flow. The total discharge was then varied to quantify the confinement
effect. The results show that, far from the inlet section, Reynolds-stresses increase with local
velocity ratio for a fixed confinement, and decrease with confinement for a fixed velocity ratio. It
is also shown that, irrespective of confinement, the existence of quasi-two-dimensional coherent
structures is driven by velocity ratio and the direction and magnitude of transverse flow. These
structures cannot develop if velocity ratio is lower than 0.3 and if a strong transverse flow
towards the MC occurs. In the latter case, the transverse flow is the predominant contribution to
momentum exchange (compared with turbulent mixing and secondary currents), convex mean
velocity profiles are observed, preventing the formation of quasi-two-dimensional structures.
1 Introduction
River floods often give rise to overbank flows in a compound open-channel (2-stage
geometry with a main channel and lateral floodplains) that are non-uniform in the streamwise
direction. Flow non-uniformity is characterized by longitudinal changes in flow depth and by a
transverse depth-averaged mean flow, herein termed ‘transverse flow’, which is associated with a
transverse net mass exchange. Several sources of flow non-uniformity can be found in nature
e.g.: (i) longitudinal changes in the topography or/and in the hydraulic roughness of main
channel and floodplains; (ii) backwater curve effects for subcritical flows; (iii) unbalanced
discharge distribution between main channel and floodplains at the upstream boundary of a river
reach; and (iv) flow unsteadiness. Therefore, the understanding of the mixing layer associated
with non-uniform flows in a compound channel is of primary importance for practical problems
like mixing processes of sediments or pollutants between the flows in the main channel (MC)
and the floodplain (FP), river restoration works, flood risk analysis and assessment studies. We
report here a laboratory investigation of these mixing layers subject to a transverse flow, when
the latter is caused by an unbalanced upstream discharge distribution.
The first objective of this experimental work is to assess the effect of a transverse flow of
variable magnitude and direction on the mixing layer and turbulent coherent structures that form
at the MC/FP interfaces. The second objective is to assess the effect of a variable velocity ratio
between sub-sections (MC and FPs) for a fixed vertical confinement of flow, which is not
possible under uniform flow conditions. This is achieved by varying the upstream discharge
distribution between sub-sections, keeping the total discharge constant. Lastly, varying this
discharge enables the vertical confinement effect to be quantified for similar velocity ratio
conditions.
Under uniform flow conditions, since the pioneering work of Sellin [1964], the transverse
momentum exchange and the mixing processes between MC and FPs were comprehensively
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investigated in various laboratory flumes. Knight and Shiono [1990] and Shiono and Knight
[1991] investigated how turbulent mixing and secondary currents contribute to the momentum
exchange. As the relative flow depth Dr (ratio of the FP flow depth to that in the MC) rises, the
velocity difference between sub-sections and shear layer turbulence decrease, while the
secondary currents cells strengthen, especially in the MC [Tominaga and Nezu, 1991]. The shape
of the lateral profiles of streamwise mean velocity, the number (one or two) of two-dimensional
(2D) coherent macro-vortices at the MC/FP interfaces, and the mixing processes, were also
found to be a function of Dr ([Nezu et al., 1999], [Stocchino and Brocchini, 2010], [Stocchino et
al., 2011], [Besio et al., 2012]). The role played by an abrupt transverse change in flow depth on
the generation of 2D macro-vortices was analyzed by Soldini et al. [2004], following the
approach of Pratt [1983]. The influence of rough FPs on the mixing layer was studied by
Fernandes et al. [2014] and Dupuis et al. [2017a]. Here, a question may be raised: what happens
to those processes when the flow becomes non-uniform, i.e in the presence of a transverse flow?
Most of the experimental works devoted to flow non-uniformity were carried out in nonprismatic compound geometries. The effect of the latter on the mean velocity profiles was
investigated by Elliot and Sellin [1990] for skewed compound channels, by Bousmar et al.
[2004] and [Proust et al., 2006] for converging compound channels, and by Bousmar et al.
[2006] and Proust et al. [2010] for enlarging compound channels. A detailed analysis of
secondary currents and turbulent structures was performed by Shiono and Muto [1998] in
compound meandering channels. The effect of a transverse flow on shear layer turbulence was
evaluated by Peltier et al. [2013a] for rapidly varied flows caused by a transverse embankment
located on the FP. In all these non-prismatic geometries, mass and momentum exchanges are
strongly linked to the type of geometry studied. In addition, non-prismatic geometries
simultaneously induce changes in transverse flow, velocity ratio and vertical confinement of
flow (quantified by Dr). Under these conditions, it is not possible to assess separately the effects
of these three forcings on the mixing layer and coherent structures.
Putting aside the effect of non-prismatic geometries, we investigate here non-uniform
flows in straight compound channels to focus on the basic mechanisms of interrelation between
transverse flows and shear layer turbulence. Starting with uniform flow conditions, non-uniform
flows are generated by imposing an imbalance in the upstream discharge distribution between
sub-sections, keeping the total discharge constant. From a practical point of view, the study of
unbalanced inflow conditions is interesting, because the velocity distribution is necessarily out of
equilibrium at the upstream boundary of a compound reach [Proust et al., 2013]. For instance, an
excess in FP inflow can be caused by narrowing FPs upstream of the studied reach [Bousmar et
al., 2004], or by an abrupt FP contraction [Proust et al., 2006] in which a 34% flow excess was
measured. Conversely, a deficit in FP inflow can be observed in enlarging FPs [Bousmar et al.,
2006], ranging from −26% to −38% when compared to uniform flow conditions. Both an excess
and a deficit in FP inflow are investigated here, resulting in a transverse flow from FP to MC or
from MC to FP, respectively. A wide range of velocity ratios FP/MC was tested. The total
discharge was also varied to change flow confinement.
A transverse flow in a prismatic geometry was firstly investigated by Proust [2005] and
Bousmar et al. [2005]. The focus was on the longitudinal evolution of the discharge distribution
FP/MC. It was shown that a mass redistribution could occur over very large downstream
distances, which increase with relative depth Dr and FP width Bf. The effect of a transverse flow
on Reynolds-stresses was studied by Proust et al. [2013] for a single Dr−value (Dr ~ 0.3). It was
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shown that, for a fixed downstream position, and with an increasing transverse flow to the MC,
the region of high values of Reynolds-stress was laterally and vertically stretched by the
plunging flow into the MC. With a transverse flow to the FP, shear layer turbulence widely
extends over the FP, with higher values of Reynolds-stress in the near-surface layer. Here, we
focus on the effect of the transverse flow on: (1) the lateral distributions of streamwise mean
velocity and turbulent quantities inside the mixing layer; and (2) the development of quasi-2D
structures for various Dr−values. In addition, the contribution of transverse flow to the
momentum exchange is quantified.
The effect of a velocity ratio between two parallel streams on turbulent mixing layers was
examined in the case of free mixing layers, see e.g. Yule [1972], Winant and Browand [1974],
Oster and Wygnanski [1982]. It was shown that the near-field growing rate of the mixing layer
was linked to the initial value of velocity ratio. Here, we investigate the role played by the initial
velocity ratio, but also by the local velocity ratio further downstream, on shear layer turbulence
and coherent structures. As velocity ratio was varied for a fixed total discharge, we can assess its
effect irrespective of flow confinement.
The confinement effect on the mixing layer and coherent structures was investigated
under uniform flow conditions, as previously mentioned. Under these conditions, the link
between velocity ratio (or velocity difference) between sub-sections and relative depth Dr is
unequivocal, and shear layer turbulence decreases with an increasing Dr−value. However, under
non-uniform flow conditions, this link is no longer unequivocal. Here, flows with the same
velocity ratios but different confinements are compared. The confinement effect can thus be
assessed regardless of the velocity ratio effect.
In section 2 of this paper, we present the two flumes in which the experiments were
undertaken, along with the measuring techniques. In section 3, the flow conditions are detailed,
focusing successively on the inflow conditions, the longitudinal development of flow depth and
velocity ratio, and on typical crossflow profiles of streamwise mean velocity and Reynoldsstress. Section 4 is dedicated to 2D turbulence and the identification of quasi-2D coherent
structures. The effects of the three forcings (transverse flow, velocity ratio, and vertical
confinement) on the mean flow, turbulent quantities and coherent structures are analyzed in
section 5. The paper concludes with the main findings of the study.
2 Experimental apparatus and measuring techniques
2.1 The two flumes

Figure 1. Sketches of the compound cross-sections in the (a) LMFA flume and (b) LNEC flume.
Subscripts “f” and “m” refer to floodplain and main channel, respectively. The height hb is the
bank full stage in the main channel.
4

The two flumes are located at the Laboratory of Fluid Mechanics and Acoustics (LMFA),
Lyon, France, and at the National Laboratory of Civil Engineering (LNEC), Lisbon, Portugal.
Their cross-sections are depicted in Figure 1. The x-, y-, and z-axes refer to the longitudinal
(along the flume bottom), transverse, and vertical (normal to the flume bottom) directions,
respectively. In this Cartesian reference frame, the system origin is defined as: x = 0 at the inlet
cross-section; y = 0 at the right FP side-wall; and z = 0 at the MC bottom. The LMFA flume is
PVC made, 8 m long and 1.2 m wide, with a longitudinal bottom slope S0 of 1.8 mm/m. The
cross-section is asymmetrical, composed of a rectangular MC (hb = 5.3 cm, Bm = 39.5 cm) and of
one FP (Bf = 80.5 cm). The LNEC flume is made of polished concrete, 10 m long, 2 m wide,
with a slope S0 of 1.1 mm/m. The symmetrical cross-section consists in a trapezoidal MC
(hb = 10.0 cm, Bm = 60 cm, bank-slope = 45°) and two FPs (Bf = 70.0 cm).
In both flumes, each sub-section has an independent inlet tank and an independent pump,
the sub-section discharge being monitored by an electromagnetic flow meter. Originally
designed to achieve uniform flow conditions over a short downstream distance [Bousmar et al.,
2005], the independent tanks enable the change in the upstream discharge distribution MC/FP in
order to obtain unbalanced inflow conditions (excess or deficit in FP inflow with respect to
uniform flow conditions). This leads to a mass redistribution along the flume characterized by a
transverse flow between sub-sections (see section 3). Upstream, the trailing edge of the splitter
plates that separate two adjacent sub-sections is located at x = 0.75 m at LMFA, and at x = 0.4 m
at LNEC. At the downstream end of the flumes, an independent tailgate is installed in each subsection.
2.2 Velocity and water level measurements
In the coordinate system (x, y, z), the components of the instantaneous velocity, timeaveraged velocity, and velocity fluctuations are denoted (u, v, w), (U, V, W) and (u’, v’, w’),
respectively. In both flumes, the velocity was measured with a 10 MHz micro-side-looking ADV
probe (Vectrino+). The sampling volume was a 7 mm long cylinder with 6 mm diameter. The
acquisition duration was 180 sec. at a rate of 100 Hz. With 18,000 samples, the first and second
statistical moments of turbulent statistics were converged. The number of samples was increased
to 60,000 to compute the energy spectra and temporal autocorrelations functions of velocity
fluctuations. The flow was seeded with 10 µm hollow glass spheres to get a signal-to-noise ratio
higher than 20 dB as recommended by McLelland and Nicholas [2000]. The ADV data were
despiked using the phase-space thresholding technique of Goring and Nikora [2002]. No
additional filter was used. However, correlations lower than 70% were excluded from the timeseries. The errors of misalignment of the ADV probe with respect to the longitudinal direction
were corrected according to Peltier et al. [2013b].
At LMFA, the measuring cross-sections are located at downstream positions x = 2.5, 4.5
and 6.5 m for the flow cases with Dr ~ 0.3. Additional measurements were made along the
MC/FP interface (y / Bf = 1), with a longitudinal spacing ∆x = 1 m. For the cases with Dr ~ 0.2
and Dr ~ 0.4, the velocities were measured in one test section only, at x = 4.5 m. At LNEC, the
measuring sections are located at x = 1.1, 3, 5 and 7.5 m, for the two investigated Dr−values (0.2
and 0.3). In both flumes, the typical lateral spacing ∆y between measurements was 0.5 to 1 cm
inside the mixing layer and 5 to 10 cm in the ambient streams. Along each vertical profile, at
LMFA, 8 measurements were made in the MC, and between 1 and 4 measurements in the FP for
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Dr ~ 0.2 and Dr ~ 0.4, respectively, and 7 (resp. 3) measurements were made in the MC (resp.
FP) at LNEC.
The free surface elevation was measured with an ultrasonic sensor (Baumer UNDK20I69,
standard error lower than 0.5 mm) at LMFA and with a point gauge (uncertainty of ±0.3 mm) at
LNEC. At each x-position, 25 measurements were carried out across the section at LMFA, and
11 at LNEC.
Lastly, to get a better insight into the transverse development of the mixing layer, mean
flow data collected by Peltier et al. [2013a] in the LMFA flume under uniform flow conditions
were also used.
3 Flow conditions of test cases
3.1 Inflow conditions
The inflow conditions are given in Table 1. Starting with uniform flow conditions (flow
depth and MC/FP discharge distribution both constant with respect to x-axis), the upstream
discharge distribution was then varied from one test to another, while keeping the total discharge
Q unchanged. The variation in FP inflow with respect to uniform flow conditions,
(Qf − Qfu)/ Qfu (x = 0), is denoted ∆Qf / Qfu, where superscript u refers to uniform flow
conditions. The same values of ∆Qf / Qfu were investigated in both flumes, +19%, +38%, +53%,
corresponding to excesses in the FP inflow, and −19% standing for a deficit. These unbalanced
inflow conditions induced a transverse flow of variable magnitude and direction.
Note that, for each Q-value, five cases are subject to the same confinement or
topographical forcing (similar relative depth Dr). By contrast, velocity ratio significantly varies
from one case to another (section 3.2). This protocol is original in comparison with the previous
uniform compound channel flow experiments, since in the present study, there is no longer an
unequivocal link between Dr and velocity ratio, as detailed in section 3.3.
3.2 Flow depth and velocity ratio
Figure 2 shows, for 15 flow cases, the average flow depth in the FP, hf, and velocity ratio,
λ, against the longitudinal position x, which is normalized by Bf as proposed by Bousmar et al.
[2005]. Also known as dimensionless shear, velocity ratio is defined as:
−
=
(1)
+
where Ud1 and Ud2 are the streamwise depth-averaged velocities of the two ambient streams
outside the mixing layer. Note that, for free mixing layers, the parameter 2λ quantifies the
relative magnitude of the velocity difference between the two ambient streams (also termed
‘destabilizing shear’) with respect to the convection velocity of turbulent structures (see e.g.
Huerre and Rossi [1998]).
The values of hf, Ud1, Ud2, and λ are given in Table 1 for the whole data set. We also
report the values of the non-uniformity parameter N, defined at a given x-position as
=

(2)
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where
is the velocity ratio measured in the last measuring section for the uniform flow of
same total discharge Q.
In Figure 2, the uniform flows feature constant flow depth in the second half of the
flumes. The non-uniform cases feature average streamwise flow depth gradients dhf / dx of the
order of magnitude of the bottom slope (from 0.4×10-3 to −1×10-3, see Table 1). In the most
downstream measuring section, the flow depth hf is very close to the uniform flow value, hfu. By
contrast, velocity ratio λ is close to the uniform value λu for only two cases, +19% and +38%
with Dr ~ 0.2 at LNEC (see Figure 2b) for which N = 0.97 in Table 1. For the other non-uniform
cases, the N–values in the last measuring section can strongly differ from 1 (Table 1). For
instance, for the cases with Dr ~ 0.3 at LMFA (Figures 2e-f), N ∈ [0.62 – 1.28] at x / Bf = 8.1
while confinement is very similar (hf ∈ [22 mm – 24 mm]).

Figure 2. Floodplain flow depth hf and velocity ratio λ against downstream distance x / Bf.
Uniform flows and cases with a FP inflow ∆Qf / Qf u = −19%, +19%, +38%, +53%.
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Table 1. Flow conditions of test cases
Inflow conditions (x = 0)
Q
[L/s]

Qf / Q

∆Qf / Qf u

[%]

[%]

Longitudinal variationsa

Longitudinal average
Dr

hf

dhf / dx

[mm]

(×1000)

δ / hf

Ud1
[cm/s]

Ud2

λ

N

[cm/s]

LMFA flume

17.3

24.7

36.3

11.2

−19

13.2

0.2

22.9

18.2

55.8

0.51

1.11

13.8

0

13.9

0.0

15.8

20.1

55.0

0.46

1

16.4

+19

14.4

-0.1

13.9

21.5

54.1

0.43

0.93

19.0

+38

15.1

-0.2

11.7

23.7

52.6

0.38

0.83

21.1

+53

15.4

-0.3

11.4

24.3

52.7

0.37

0.80

20.6

−19

21.8

0.3

8.2

30.2 − 30.4

72.0 − 66.4

0.41 − 0.37

1.4 – 1.28

25.4

0

23.2

0.0

5.9

33.4 − 34.6

58.9 − 62.6

0.28 − 0.29

0.97-1.00

30.2

+19

23.9

-0.1

4.3

38.2 − 36.8

56.0 − 61.8

0.19 − 0.25

0.66-0.86

35.0

+38

24.8

-0.4

2.7

41.2 − 40.1

53.0 − 59.8

0.13 − 0.20

0.45-0.69

38.8

+53

24.9

-0.6

3.0

43.1 − 41.8

51.4 − 60.3

0.09 − 0.18

0.31-0.62

31.5

−19

36.0

0.4

6.5

42.9

75.0

0.27

1.59

38.8

0

36.9

0.0

2.6

47.9

67.8

0.17

1.00

46.2

+19

37.0

-0.7

2.0

51.7

62.2

0.09

0.53

53.6

+38

37.3

-1.0

N.D.b

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

59.4

+53

37.3

-0.9

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

0.2

0.3

0.4

LNEC flume

53.4

80.6

17.0

−19

21.3

0.3

10.5

33.1 − 31.3

73.4 − 69.5

0.38 − 0.38

1.09-1.09

21.0

0

22.4

0

10.2

35.1 − 35.1

67.1 − 72.6

0.31 − 0.35

0.89-1.00

24.9

+19

23.9

-0.6

8.0

35.3 − 35.1

65.2 − 71.4

0.30 − 0.34

0.86-0.97

29.0

+38

24.4

-0.6

7.2

38.6 − 35.0

62.6 − 70.9

0.24 − 0.34

0.69-0.97

32.0

+53

25.3

-0.7

6.9

42.6 − 37.0

59.9 − 69.9

0.17 − 0.31

0.49-0.89

26.6

−19

38.6

0.2

5.9

40.6 − 40.1

82.9 − 79.1

0.34 − 0.33

1.36-1.32

32.8

0

40.1

0.0

4.9

46.9 − 45.1

81.5 − 75.5

0.27 − 0.25

1.08-1.00

39.0

+19

41.0

-0.3

5.1

50.9 − 47.9

74.5 − 71.5

0.19 − 0.20

0.76-0.80

45.2

+38

41.6

-0.5

4.8

N.D. − 54.4

N.D. − 70.1

N.D. − 0.13

N.D.-0.52

50.1

+53

41.9

-0.7

N.D.

N.D. − N.D.

N.D. − N.D.

N.D. − N.D.

N.D-N.D.

0.2

0.3

a

Variations between the most upstream and downstream measuring sections. At LMFA, for Q = 17.3 and 36.3 L/s, velocity
measurements in one cross-section only, at downstream distance x = 4.5 m.
b
N.D: not defined.
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As a result, for the vast majority of cases, the flow depth tends towards equilibrium over
a shorter longitudinal distance than the mean flow velocity, as previously shown by Bousmar et
al. [2005]. As velocity ratio evolves slowly in comparison with flow depth, the velocity ratio
imposed upstream will play a significant role on the flow structure further downstream.
Bousmar et al. [2005] actually showed that, when the upstream discharge distribution is
out of equilibrium, the length required for reaching mean flow uniformity increases with Dr. The
data in Table 1 are consistent with this result. For a given disequilibrium ∆Qf / Qf u, the
difference between N(x) and 1 in the last measuring section increases with Dr. This is due to the
fact that, for a given value of ∆Qf / Qf u, the amount of water to be transferred to reach uniformity
increases with total discharge Q, i.e. with Dr. For instance, at LMFA with ∆Qf / Qf u = −19%,
(Qf − Qfu) (x = 0) = −0.45 L/s, −1.19 L/s, and −1.80 L/s for Dr = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively.
Lastly, all flows are subcritical with Froude numbers in the two ambient streams
F1 = Ud1 / (g hf)0.5 and F2 = Ud2 /(g hm)0.5 ranging from 0.51 to 0.87 and from 0.60 to 0.86,
respectively at LMFA, and from 0.66 to 0.87 and from 0.53 to 0.71, respectively, at LNEC. The
Reynolds numbers Re1 = hf Ud1 / ν and Re2 = hm Ud2/ν are in the range [0.2×104 – 2×104]
and [3×104 – 6×104] respectively, at LMFA, while Re1 ∈ [0.7×104 – 2×104] and Re2 ∈ [8×104 –
11×104], at LNEC.
3.3 Typical profiles of depth-averaged velocity and Reynolds-stress
Figure 3 shows transverse profiles of depth-averaged streamwise velocity Ud and depthaveraged Reynolds-stress −
refers to time averaging and subscript d to depth
d (
averaging) for 15 flow cases. As proposed by Stocchino and Brocchini [2010] and Dupuis et al.
[2017b], these quantities are normalized by the interfacial velocity Uint (measured at y/Bf = 1).
Under uniform flow conditions, Nezu et al. [1999] and Stocchino and Brocchini [2010]
classified mean velocity profiles depending on the Dr−value. When Dr < 0.33 (shallow flow
regime), velocity profile is monotonic with a strong gradient near the interface. As shown in
panels a, c, g and i of Figure 3, the uniform flows with Dr ~ 0.2 and 0.3 in both flumes have these
features. Note that the uniform flow with Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA appears to also belong to this
category (Figure 3e). The monotonic profile is related to 2D macro-vortices that rotate clockwise
within the right-hand shear layer [Stocchino and Brocchini, 2010]. When 0.33 < Dr < 0.5
(intermediate flow regime), Stocchino and Brocchini [2010] observed that velocity profiles were
non-monotonic with a velocity dip near the interface. These authors and Nezu et al. [1999] both
observed that the dip can be ascribed to a Karman alley with counter-rotating macro-vortices in
the interfacial region.
When the flow is non-uniform, the link between the shape of mean velocity profile and
Dr is no longer unequivocal. First, this can be clearly seen in Figure 3e for flow cases with
Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA. The velocity profile is monotonic for case −19%, and non-monotonic with a
velocity dip near the interface for case +53%, despite the rather similar flow confinement
(hf = 36.0 and 37.3 mm, respectively, see Table 1). This results in very different Reynolds-stress
distributions (Figure 3f). Second, for a Dr − value ranging from 0.2 to 0.4, all cases −19% feature
monotonic velocity profiles (Figure 3, panels a, c, e, g and i) with comparable shapes of
Reynolds-stress distributions (panels b, d, f, h and j).
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The variation in the velocity profile shape, irrespective of the Dr − value, is due to the
effects on the streamwise mean flow of (i) a variable velocity ratio and (ii) a transverse flow of
variable magnitude and direction, as it will be shown in section 5.

Figure 3. Depth-averaged streamwise velocity Ud / Uint and depth-averaged Reynolds-stress
−
/
against lateral distance y / Bf for various relative flow depths Dr. (a-f) LMFA,
downstream distance x / Bf = 5.6; (g-j) LNEC, x / Bf = 10.7 (right-hand half profiles).
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4 Quasi-2D coherent structures
4.1. 2D turbulence
In the present study, we investigate how the three forcings (velocity ratio, transverse flow
and flow confinement) affect shear layer turbulence and coherent structures, with a focus on the
conditions of existence of 2D coherent structures. Their identification is based on previous works
dealing with 2D-turbulence. Two types of 2D turbulence must be distinguished:
1. The first type is a purely 2D turbulence, based on the 2D Navier-Stokes equations and on
the theory of Kraichnan [1967]. This 2D isotropic turbulence, forced at a wavenumber ki,
is a freely-decaying turbulence featuring an energy spectrum with a double cascade, as
schematized in Lesieur [1997], Figure VIII-3. According to Kraichnan [1967], the k-5/3
spectrum is the spectrum of a 2D turbulence with an inverse energy cascade, from large
to small k-wavenumbers, i.e. from small to large scales, while the k-3 range is a forward
2D enstrophy (half the square of vorticity) cascade in the inertial range (high k-values) in
which enstrophy is transferred from large to small scales. For this type of turbulence,
there is no vortex stretching [Lindborg, 1999]. This 2D turbulence was experimentally
observed, among others, by Rutgers [1998] in flowing soap films.
2. The second type is a quasi-2D turbulence, for which vortex stretching can occur and
quasi-2D and three-dimensional (3D) structures can coexist. It was observed by Dracos
et al. [1992] in shallow turbulent jets, by Uijttewaal and Booij [2000] in free-surface
mixing layers, and by Stocchino and Brocchini [2010] in a compound channel. The
development of quasi-2D turbulence is also characterized by an enstrophy cascade with a
k-3 spectrum. However, conversely to the first type, this cascade is located in the middle
range of k, where an energy peak is also observed. In the inertial range, a k-5/3 forward
energy cascade like in 3D turbulence is observed
4.2. Identification of structures
Following the previously cited works, we identified the presence of quasi-2D structures
by computing the energy spectra of turbulence and by seeking for an enstrophy cascade with a k-3
spectrum. Figure 4a shows the power density spectra Syy of transverse velocity fluctuation v’
against the k-wavenumber (equals to 2πf / U, where f is the signal frequency), at the MC/FP
interface for the five cases with Dr ~ 0.2 at LNEC. For case −19% and uniform flow, a peak in Syy
can be observed in the middle range of k with a −3 slope on the high k-wavenumber side.
Following Dracos et al. [1992] and Uijttewaal and Booij [2000], this can be ascribed to the
development of quasi-2D structures.
The coherence of these quasi-2D structures was quantified from the temporal autocorrelation function Ryy of velocity fluctuation v’, as displayed in Figure 4b. This figure shows
that the turbulent structures of flow case −19% and uniform flow are coherent over a much
longer duration than those of cases +19%, +38% and +53%.
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Figure 4. Power density spectra Syy (a) and temporal auto-correlation function Ryy (b) of velocity
fluctuation v’. Measurements at x / Bf = 10.7, at y / Bf = 1, and at 40% of the FP flow depth.
LNEC, cases with relative depth Dr ~ 0.2.
4.3. Influence of quasi-2D structures on mixing layer width
Figure 5 shows Syy and Ryy along the interface for cases −19% and +19% with Dr ~ 0.3 at
LMFA. A measurement outside the mixing layer (denoted ‘Outside ML’) at x / Bf = 8.1 and at
y / Bf = 0.25 is also plotted for comparison.
Case −19% features a development of quasi-2D-structures along the whole measuring
domain (Figure 5a). Inside the mixing layer, the levels of Syy are one order of magnitude higher
than the ones outside the mixing layer. The auto-correlation function Ryy shows that the temporal
coherence of the quasi-2D structures also increases in the longitudinal direction (Figure 5b).
Note that, outside the mixing layer, the Syy curve features also a small peak in the middle range of
k. This may correspond to quasi-2D structures coming from upstream, which have very little
coherence (see Ryy curve ‘Outside ML’).
With case +19% (Figures 5c-d), the quasi-2D coherent structures vanish at the interface,
with levels of Syy close to the ones measured outside the mixing layer. The same results hold at a
given x-station, when exploring various y-positions on both sides of the interface (not shown
here).
As quasi-2D structures makes easier the momentum transfer by turbulent mixing between
the flows in the MC and FP, mixing layer width will be strongly linked to their existence.
Adapting the notations used for free mixing layers [Pope, 2000] to our vertically confined
mixing layers, mixing layer width is defined as
=

.

−

.

(3)

with Ud (yα) = Ud1+α (Ud2 − Ud1) for 0 < α < 1.
Figure 6a shows the width δ scaled by the FP flow depth, as a function of downstream
distance for cases with Dr ~ 0.3 at LMFA. For case −19%, the development of quasi-2D coherent
structures along the flume (Figures 5a-b) is associated with a large and increasing width δ
(Figure 6a). By contrast, for case +19%, the absence of quasi-2D structures (Figures 5c-d) does
not promote the transverse development of shear layer turbulence, resulting in a small and fairly
constant δ − value (Figure 6a).
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Figure 5. Power density spectra Syy, and temporal auto-correlation function Ryy, of lateral
velocity fluctuation v’ along the interface (y/Bf = 1) at 40% of the FP flow depth, for
3.1 ≤ x / Bf ≤ 8.1. LMFA, relative depth Dr ~ 0.3: (a-b) case −19% and (c-d) case +19%.

Figure 6. Mixing layer width-to-depth-ratio δ / hf against downstream distance x / Bf, for (a)
non-uniform cases −19%, +19%, and +38% with Dr ~ 0.3 at LMFA, and (b) uniform flows at
LMFA (data from Peltier et al. [2013a]).
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It should be noticed that, for case −19%, the value of k for which Syy exhibits a peak is of
the order of some units (Figure 5a). It corresponds to a streamwise integral length scale Λx of
quasi-2D structures that is several times higher than δ. This is not surprising as a ratio Λx / δ ~
3.5 was measured by Uijttewaal and Booij [2000] for shallow mixing layers, Λx / δ ~ 3 at the
boundary of recirculating flow area [Han et al., 2016], and Λx / δ ~ 4 to 8 in compound channels
with rough FP [Dupuis et al., 2017a].
5 Effect of the three forcings
5.1 Transverse flow
In this section, we firstly investigate the three sources of transverse exchange of
streamwise momentum: turbulent mixing, secondary currents, and transverse flow. We secondly
analyze the effect of the transverse flow on the cross-sectional distribution of Reynolds-stress.
Lastly, we assess the interrelation mechanisms between transverse flow, the shape of streamwise
velocity profiles, and the existence of quasi-2D structures.
5.1.1 Transverse momentum exchange
As the estimate of the transverse momentum exchange has been a constant preoccupation
in the literature of uniform compound channel flows, we examine here this momentum flux
under non-uniform flow conditions. We use depth-averaged values as commonly done for
uniform flows [Shiono and Knight, 1991]. The depth-averaged and time-averaged transverse
exchange of streamwise momentum has three contributions [Proust et al., 2013]:
1 "
(4)
−
! =−
−
# − [ #−# ]
ℎ
where h is the local flow depth and is the fluid density. The first contribution is the depthaveraged Reynolds-stress, the term −ρUdVd is the momentum transfer by the transverse flow, and
the term − [ # − # ] is the depth-averaged momentum transfer by the secondary currents.
First, it should be reminded that transverse velocity Vd quantifies the transverse net mass
exchange over the water column, and is equal to zero when the flow is uniform. Second, the
estimate of the secondary current term − [ # − # ] requires a sufficient number of
measurements over the depth. Hence, it cannot be evaluated for the shallowest flow cases.
In a first step, the secondary currents contribution will not be considered to compare the
contributions of −
and −ρUdVd to the momentum flux for the whole data set. Focusing
on the momentum exchange at the MC/FP interface (at y / Bf = 1), these two terms have been
normalized by ρgBf, relying on the 1D momentum conservation equation formulated in one FP
[Proust et al., 2009], which reads in the right-hand FP
|,⁄-. 0
# |,⁄-. 0
ℎ'
1 )ℎ' ' * −
(5)
&'' = & −
−
+
−
(ℎ'
(1'
(1'
where Sff is the FP friction slope and Uf is the FP average velocity.
The terms –
/ (1f and − d#d / (1f are plotted in Figure 7. The variation
range of –
/ (15 is one order of magnitude lower than the range of − d#d / (1f ,
highlighting the predominant role played by the transverse flow in the momentum transfer.
Figure 7 also shows that with an increasing transverse flow towards the MC (Vd > 0 and
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−UdVd < 0), –
/ (15 becomes quickly negligible with respect to − d#d / (1f . By
contrast, with a transverse flow to the FP (Vd < 0 and −UdVd > 0), turbulent mixing and
transverse flow can both contribute to momentum transfer.

Figure 7. Transverse momentum exchange by turbulent mixing –
d / (1f , versus
momentum exchange by the transverse flow −UdVd / (gBf). Measurements at the interface
(y / Bf = 1), and at x / Bf = 5.6 and 7.1 at LMFA and LNEC, respectively.

Figure 8. Transverse momentum exchange by (a) the secondary currents −[ # − # ] / (1'
and turbulent mixing –
d / (1f , and by (b) the transverse flow −UdVd / (gBf). LMFA, nonuniform cases with Dr ~ 0.4, at x / Bf = 5.6.
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In a second step, accounting for secondary currents, the three contributions to momentum
flux in Eq. (4) were evaluated across the total section for the cases with the highest relative depth
(Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA). They are plotted in Figure 8 (after being normalized by ρgBf). Figure 8a
shows that the momentum exchange by secondary currents and turbulent mixing can be of the
same order of magnitude. When comparing these two contributions with − d#d / (1f in Figure
8b, the results differ depending on the direction of transverse flow. With a transverse flow to the
FP (case −19%), the three sources of momentum can contribute to momentum exchange,
especially near the interface (as observed by Vermaas et al. [2011] in a shallow mixing layer
with a lateral roughness transition). With a transverse flow to the MC (case +53%), momentum
transfer is essentially driven by the transverse flow.
5.1.2 Cross-sectional distribution of Reynolds-stress

Figure 9. Cross-sectional distribution of dimensionless Reynolds-stress −
/ 6 (× 100) at
various downstream positions x / Bf . LNEC, Dr ~ 0.3, cases +19% (a) and −19% (b).
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The distribution of Reynolds-stress is displayed in Figure 9 at various x-positions for
cases +19% and −19% with Dr ~ 0.3 at LNEC. Reynolds-stress is normalized by the velocity
difference between the two ambient streams, Us = Ud2 − Ud1, similarly to free mixing layers.
Figure 9 shows that the impact of transverse flow on the transverse development of
turbulent quantities is dependent upon its direction. With a transverse flow to the MC (Figure
9a), shear layer turbulence is essentially contained in the MC. This is caused by the ‘mechanical’
effect of transverse flow on turbulent structures: the transverse depth-averaged velocity Vd,
which is maximum at the MC/FP interface [Proust et al., 2013] acts as a vertical screen that
prevents shear layer turbulence from developing over the FP. This has an important practical
consequence for field studies, since the exchange by turbulent mixing of sediments, nutrients or
pollutants from MC to FP is not possible in this case. By contrast, with a transverse flow to the
FP (Figure 9b), turbulence can widely develop over the FP further downstream.
5.1.3 Convex versus inflection-point velocity profile
The five flow cases with Dr ~ 0.2 at LNEC are of particular interest, since both flow
depth and velocity ratio λ are close to equilibrium in the last measuring section (Figure 2). The
characteristics of these flows were investigated inside the mixing layer, by using the
dimensionless transverse coordinate,
− / , where is the centreline position in the mixing
layer:
=

.

+

.

/2

(6)

Figure 10. Dimensionless depth-averaged streamwise velocity, (Ud − Uc) / Us, across the mixing
layer. Cases −19% (a) and +38% (b) with Dr ~ 0.2 at LNEC.
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Figure 10 shows the dimensionless depth-averaged streamwise velocity, (Ud − Uc) / Us,
as a function of
− / for cases −19% and +38%, where Uc is the average velocity across
the mixing layer [(Ud2 + Ud1)/2]. Figure 11 shows the dimensionless depth-averaged Reynoldsstress, −
d/ 6 for the five cases considered.
Figure 10 highlights that, for the same Dr-value, the shape of the velocity profile can
strongly differ depending on the direction of transverse flow. Case +38% features convex
velocity profiles (Figure 10b), while the profiles of case −19% feature an inflection point (Figure
10a). This difference can be observed until x / Bf = 10.7, where both flow depth and velocity ratio
are very similar for the five cases (Figure 2).

Figure 11. Dimensionless depth-averaged Reynolds-stress, −
mixing layer. All cases with Dr ~ 0.2 at LNEC.

d/ 6

(×100), across the

The existence of an inflection-point in the velocity profile is a necessary condition so that
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities turn into 2D large coherent structures (Rayleigh’s criterion), see
e.g. Huerre and Rossi [1998]. In the present case, run +38 % features very low levels of
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Reynolds-stress in comparison with the levels of run −19 % (Figure 11, panels d and a,
respectively). Regarding the other cases, the uniform flow features an inflection point velocity
profile (Figure 3g) and high levels of Reynolds-stress (Figure 11b), while case +19% (velocity
not shown) and case +53% (Figure 3g) with convex velocity profiles are characterized by a
poorly developed shear layer turbulence. We can thus infer that there is a strong link between the
peak levels of dimensionless Reynolds-stress and the shape of mean velocity profile.
We can conclude that with a significant transverse flow to the MC (cases +38% and
+53%), the Rayleigh’s criterion is not fulfilled owing to the convex shape of the velocity profile,
and quasi-2D structures cannot form at the interface (see Figure 4). This results in very low
levels of dimensionless Reynolds-stress. By contrast, in the presence of a clear inflectional
instability, the peak levels of dimensionless Reynolds-stress are significantly increased by the
quasi-2D structures (Figure 4). This is a general result, observed for the 25 cases investigated,
based on the power density spectra and temporal auto-correlation functions of velocity
fluctuation.
Lastly, when the flow is non-uniform, the shape of velocity profile can be related to the
momentum exchange (section 5.1.1, Figures 7 and 8). With a significant transverse flow to the
MC, the momentum flux by turbulent mixing −ρ
d is negligible compared with the
momentum exchange by transverse flow −ρUdVd. Near the interface, the MC flow is decelerated
by slower water coming from the FP, resulting in a convex velocity profile in the MC. With a
transverse flow to the FP, −ρ
d is no longer negligible (Figure 7) owing to the presence of
quasi-2D structures. In addition, the fluxes −ρUdVd and −ρ
d are of the same sign, both
contributing to the acceleration of the FP flow and resulting in velocity profiles with an
inflection point (see all cases −19% in Figure 3).
5.2 Velocity ratio
In this section, we first analyze the effect of velocity ratio or dimensionless shear that is
imposed upstream λ (x = 0) on the initial development of mixing layer. Second, we investigate
the flow far from the inlet section, focusing on the effect of local velocity ratio λ (x) on shear
layer turbulence. Lastly, we analyze the flow features in the case of very small values of λ (x).
5.2.1 Initial development of the mixing layer
The effect of the initial conditions on the streamwise development of mixing layers was
thoroughly examined in the case of free mixing layers. The latter were found to be sensitive to
the geometry of the splitter-plate, to the initial laminar or turbulent boundary layer [Bell and
Mehta, 1990], to the splitter-plate-wake [Mehta, 1991], and to the initial value of dimensionless
shear λ. If λ << 1, the convection velocity of structures is much larger than the velocity
difference between the ambient streams, and the mixing layer development is very slow. By
contrast, with an increasing λ−value, roll-up and pairings of co-rotating vortices start closer and
closer to the splitter-plate trailing edge [Winant and Browand, 1974]. This results in an initial
growing rate of the mixing layer width, dδ / dx (x = 0), proportional to λ(x = 0) for selfpreserving mixing layers, see e.g. Yule [1972] or Oster and Wygnanski [1982].
Here, the effect of λ(x = 0) was firstly assessed for uniform flows (Figure 6b). At LMFA,
to give more information on the near-field development, the data from Peltier et al. [2013a] are
used. The latter data show that the initial mixing layer growing rate increases with the near-field
value of λ. For instance, at x / Bf = 1.9, dδ / dx = 0.093 and λ = 0.51 for Dr ~ 0.2, while
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dδ / dx = 0.056 and λ = 0.17 for Dr ~ 0.4. Unlike free mixing layers, dδ / dx is not proportional to
λ. However, similarly to free mixing layers, a strong initial dimensionless shear promotes a large
mixing layer width, which in turn increases the mixing of the two merging flows.
When the flow is non-uniform, comparable results were obtained, as e.g. for cases −19%,
+19%, +38% with Dr ~ 0.3 at LMFA (Figure 6a). In the first measuring section, λ = 0.41, 0.19
and 0.13 for cases −19%, +19%, +38%, respectively. From this plot and all the values of δ / hf
given in Table 1, we can infer that, in each flume and for a given relative depth Dr, the initial
growing rate dδ / dx (x = 0) increases with λ (x = 0).
5.2.2 Far from the inlet section
We also investigated the effect of the local dimensionless shear λ (x) on shear layer
turbulence far from the inlet section. Figure 12 shows the peak value of dimensional depthaveraged Reynolds-stress Max [−
d] (x), across the two last measuring sections in both
flumes, as a function of the λ(x)-value.
In each flume and for a fixed relative depth Dr, Max [−
d] (x) globally increases
with λ (x). The same results are obtained when considering the peak values of local Reynoldsstress Max [−
] across the section (not shown here), showing that the previous results are
not a consequence of the depth-averaging procedure. In addition, a sharp increase in
Max [−
d] can be observed when λ is higher than approximately 0.3. This rise is due to a
change in the turbulence structure inside the mixing layer, with the appearance of quasi-2D
structures (black-faced markers are used to indicate the presence of those structures). For the
whole dataset, they were detected from the power density spectra Syy and auto-correlation
functions Ryy of transverse velocity fluctuation, as carried out in section 4.2.

Figure 12. Peak depth-averaged Reynolds-stress Max [−
d] across the section at a given
downstream position x / Bf , as a function of the local dimensionless shear λ (x / Bf), for various
relative depths Dr. Measurements at x / Bf = 7.1 and 10.7 at LNEC (a), and x / Bf = 5.6 and 8.1 at
LMFA (b).
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As a result, the appearance of quasi-2D structures leads to a significant rise in both the
dimensionless (Figure 11) and dimensional peak Reynolds-stresses (Figure 12). As shown in
Figure 7, the effect of these structures at the MC/FP interface on the relative weight of Reynoldsstress −
d (compared with the transverse flow flux −ρUdVd) in the momentum exchange is
also noticeable.
5.2.3 Effect of small velocity ratio
A last effect of λ can be highlighted in case where the λ-values are very small along the
flume. Flows with small λ-values are associated with a velocity dip in the lateral profile of
depth-averaged streamwise velocity, along with a change in the sign of −
d (see Figures
3e-f, case +53% with Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA). This dip is also observed for cases +19% and +38%
(not shown in Figure 3). Regarding the λ-value, λ = 0.09 at x / Bf = 5.6 for case +19% (Table 1).
For cases +38% and +53%, velocity difference Us tends to zero and λ cannot be defined.
Several physical explanations to this velocity dip can be found in the literature of shear
flows. In the experiments of Stocchino and Brocchini [2010], the dip is related to the FP ‘sidewall-adherence induced shearing’ that rises with Dr and induces macro-vortices rotating
anticlockwise near the right-hand side MC/FP interface. Nezu et al. [1999] observed this velocity
dip for a very deep uniform compound channel flow (Dr = 0.66), which is related to two counterrotating secondary currents that bring upwards slow momentum water at the MC/FP interface. A
velocity dip was observed by Constantinescu et al. [2011] for two flows merging at a river
confluence with a λ-value close to 0. The dip is caused by the wake generated by the confluence,
and the mixing layer is said to be in the ‘wake-mode’. Similarly, such a velocity deficit was also
observed by Mehta [1991] for free mixing layers, and was attributed to the effect of the splitterplate wake as the λ-value is lower than 0.18.
Here, cases +19 to +53% with Dr ~ 0.4 that feature a velocity dip are associated with a
significant transverse flow towards the MC. In this case, the momentum exchange is essentially
driven by the transverse flow (Figure 8). The observed velocity dips can therefore not be
ascribed to secondary currents or quasi-2D macro-vortices. The remaining cause is thus a lasting
influence of the splitter-plate wake (deficit in streamwise mean flow) as observed by Mehta
[1991], when λ is very low or cannot even be defined.
5.3 Vertical confinement
The effect of relative depth Dr on the turbulent mixing layer is twofold. First, the
topographical forcing by the 2-stage geometry rises with a decreasing Dr−value The
topographical forcing can enable shear layer turbulence to be self-sustained [Jirka, 2001], unlike
the shallow mixing layers in single rectangular open-channels investigated by Chu and Babarutsi
[1988], Chu et al. [1991], and Uijttewaal and Booij [2000]. In addition, the cross-flow change in
flow depth is responsible for the generation of 2D macro-vortices, as investigated by Bühler and
Jacobson [2001], Piattella et al. [2006] and Pratt [1983] in the scope of vortices dynamics in
oceans, and by Soldini et al. [2004] in the case of uniform compound channel flows. Second, the
cross-sectional development of shear layer turbulence cannot happen similarly in the three
directions of space, owing to the reduced flow depth compared to the two horizontal length
scales.
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Figure 13. Distribution of dimensionless Reynolds-stress −
/ 6 (× 100) at downstream
position x / Bf = 5.6 at LMFA. Cases −19% with: (a) Dr ~ 0.3 and λ (x / Bf = 5.6 ) = 0.35; (b)
Dr ~ 0.4 and λ (x / Bf = 5.6 ) = 0.27.
As previously stated, when the flow is uniform, there is an unequivocal link between (i)
the shape of velocity profile or the number of interfacial macro-vortices and (ii) relative depth Dr
[Stocchino and Brocchini, 2010]. For the present non-uniform flows, this link does not exist and
the effect of Dr will therefore be significantly different.
Here, a first effect of Dr can be observed in Figure 12. In each flume, for a fixed λ-value,
Max [−
d] increases with Dr. This result is independent of the uniformity/non-uniformity
of flow. Confinement has therefore an inhibiting effect on the peak levels of shear layer
turbulence.
A second effect of Dr can be observed in Figure 13, which shows the cross-sectional
distribution of −
/ 6 at x / Bf = 5.6 in LMFA, for cases −19% with Dr ~ 0.3 (panel a) and
Dr ~ 0.4 (panel b). While the value of λ or Us is larger with Dr ~ 0.3 than with Dr ~ 0.4, the
transverse extent of turbulent lateral shear is smaller in the shallower case. As a result,
confinement is also found to have a constraining effect on the transverse development of
turbulent quantities.
Confinement has actually a stronger constraining effect on shear layer turbulence when
the latter is essentially 3D, than when turbulence is driven by quasi-2D structures. This will be
shown in Figure 14, where is plotted the peak dimensionless depth-averaged Reynolds-stress
Max[−
d/ 6 ] across the two last measuring sections in each flume, as a function of the
local λ-value. Panels a and b refer to LMFA and LNEC, respectively. Also shown in Figure 14b
are the data for free mixing layers and for shallow mixing layers in single rectangular openchannel (references in the figure caption). Data from Fernandes et al. [2014] for uniform
compound channel flows at LNEC with Dr ~ 0.10, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.38 are also reported in Figure
14b. In the presence of quasi-2D structures (evidence provided by spectra Syy and autocorrelation function Ryy), the flow cases are surrounded by an ellipse in both panels. Note that
with data from Fernandes et al. [2014], the spectra Syy features quasi-2D structures for Dr ~ 0.10
and 0.15, and only 3D turbulence with Dr ~ 0.25 and 0.38 (spectra not shown here).
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Figure 14. Peak Reynolds-stress Max[−
d/ 6 ] across the two last measuring sections in
each flume against local λ-value at: (a) LMFA, present data; (b) LNEC, present data and
uniform flows of Fernandes et al. [2014] with Dr ~ 0.10, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.38. Are also reported
in (b) data for free mixing layers after Oster and Wygnanski [1982], Mehta [1991], Bell and
Mehta [1990], Yule [1972], Loucks and Wallace [2012], and data for shallow mixing layers in
single channel [Uijttewaal and Booij, 2000].
The results firstly show that the effect of Dr on Max[−
d/ 6 ] is significant when
λ ≤ 0.3 and in absence of quasi-2D structures. For instance, Max[−
d/ 6 ] is far lower for
Dr ~ 0.3 than for Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA (Figure 14a). By contrast, as λ ≥ 0.3 and in the presence of
quasi-2D macro-vortices, the effect of Dr is less important or can vanish. The results are
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noticeable at LNEC (Figure 14b), since the values of Max[−
d/ 6 ] are very high, while the
Dr-value ranges from 0.10 to 0.3. In addition, the highest values are obtained for the shallowest
case, the uniform flow with Dr ~ 0.10. Very high dimensionless shears (λ ≥ 0.5) can thus trigger
the development of quasi-2D structures, irrespective of their confinement. Following Uijttewaal
[2014], we can state that 3D bed-generated turbulence and quasi-2D macro-vortices do not
interact significantly for these flow cases. This leads to very high levels of dimensionless
Reynolds-stresses that can be higher than the upper levels observed for free-mixing layers.
This variation in the confinement effect depending on the presence or absence of quasi2D macro-vortices can also be observed on the width-to-depth ratio δ / hf. For instance at LMFA
(see Table 1), δ / hf = 15.8 for the uniform flow with Dr ~ 0.2 and with quasi-2D structures (case
denoted ‘UF’ in Figure 14a), while δ / hf = 2.6 for a uniform flow with Dr ~ 0.4 without quasi-2D
structures.
We can thus conclude that the confinement effect on shear layer turbulence is more
effective for weakly sheared flows than for highly sheared flows, irrespective of uniformity/nonuniformity of flow.
Lastly, case +19% with Dr ~ 0.4 at LMFA (Figure 14a) must be excluded from the
analysis. This run is in the ‘wake-mode’ [Constantinescu et al., 2011] owing to the dip in the
velocity profile (not shown, similar to case +53% in Figure 3e), resulting in the highest value of
-2
Max[−
d/ 6 ] equals to 3.25×10 with λ = 0.09 (Table 1). This value is comparable to
those measured by Mehta [1991] for free mixing layers influenced by the splitter-plate-wake
(e.g. 3.5×10-2 with λ = 0.1).
6 Conclusion
This experimental study assessed the effects of three forcings on mixing layers and quasi2D coherent structures in compound channels: (a) a transverse depth-averaged mean flow
(termed ‘transverse flow’); (b) a variable local velocity ratio or dimensionless shear λ(x); and (c)
a variable flow confinement quantified by the relative flow depth Dr. The main findings are
listed below:
The effect of transverse flow depends upon its direction and magnitude:
• With a significant transverse flow toward the main channel (MC), shear layer turbulence
cannot develop over the floodplain (FP). As turbulence is essentially located in the MC, this
prevents any exchange of pollutants, nutrients or sediments from MC to FP. Momentum
exchange is driven by the transverse flow (negligible contributions of turbulent mixing and
secondary currents). This results in convex mean velocity profiles in the MC, as slower water
from the FP enters the faster MC flow. The Rayleigh’s criterion is not fulfilled, and quasi-2D
structures cannot develop at the MC/FP interface. Their absence induces low peak levels of
dimensional (Max[−
d]) and dimensionless (Max[−
d/ 6 ]) depth-averaged
Reynolds-stresses, and a small and fairly constant mixing layer width δ.
• With a transverse flow towards the FP, Reynolds-stresses, secondary currents and transverse
flow all contribute to momentum exchange. Over the FP, the flow is accelerated by the turbulent
mixing and transverse flow, resulting in a marked inflectional instability in the mean velocity
profile along with quasi-2D structures. The dimensional and dimensionless peak Reynoldsstresses are high and width δ increases towards downstream.
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The effect of velocity ratio λ is threefold:
• A high initial value of λ promotes a high growing rate of δ, and high levels of Reynolds-stress
in the whole measuring domain, irrespective of uniformity/non-uniformity of flow (i.e. of
transverse flow)
• Far from the inlet section, the peak value Max [−
with the local λ-value for a fixed Dr-value.

d]

across a given section increases

• A λ-value ≥ 0.3 was found to be a necessary condition to the development of quasi-2D
structures, whose appearance results in a sharp increase in Max [−
d] and Max[−
d/
].
The
latter
can
be
higher
than
those
observed
for
free
mixing
layers
or
shallow
mixing
layers
6
in single rectangular channel.
Regarding the confinement effect:
• Unlike uniform compound channel flows, there is no unequivocal link between Dr and velocity
difference Us = (Ud2−Ud1) or velocity ratio λ for non-uniform flows. As a result, the existence of
quasi-2D structures was found to be independent of Dr, as their development is controlled by the
λ-value, and by the direction and magnitude of transverse flow.
• By contrast, confinement can have a constraining effect on the transverse development of shear
layer turbulence and can reduce peak dimensional and dimensionless Reynolds-stresses. This
effect is important for weakly sheared flows (λ-value < 0.3) for which turbulence is essentially
3D. However, no effect was observed for highly sheared flows (λ-value > 0.5) driven by the
quasi-2D structures.
This study clearly pointed out that in compound channels, the transverse flow existing in
a streamwise non-uniform flow (the most common real situation) could significantly alter the
turbulent flow structure when compared to uniform flow conditions, with practical implications
for river engineering studies. Moreover, this study showed that both velocity ratio and transverse
flow control the generation of quasi-2D structures, besides the 2-stage geometry. The latter result
may be important for CFD modelling, since anisotropic turbulence models (at least) or largeeddy simulations will be required in the presence of these structures.
Notations
B = total width;
Bi = sub-section width;
Dr = relative flow depth;
f = signal frequency;
g = gravitational acceleration constant;
hb = bank full flow depth in the main channel;
hf = flow depth in the floodplain;
hm = flow depth in the main channel (outside the sloping bank area at LNEC);
k = wavenumber = 2π f / U
N = non-uniformity parameter = λ / λu;
Q = total discharge;
Qi = sub-section discharge;
Qf u = floodplain discharge under uniform flow conditions;
∆Qf / Qf u = variation in floodplain inflow with respect to Qf u
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Re = Reynolds number;
S0 = longitudinal bed slope;
Sfi = sub-section friction slope;
u, v, w = instantaneous streamwise, transverse and vertical velocities;
U, V, W = time-averaged streamwise, transverse and vertical velocities;
u’, v’, w’= fluctuations about the time-averaged velocities (u = U+u’);
Uc = Ud2 + Ud1) / 2 = average velocity across the mixing layer
Ud = depth-averaged mean streamwise velocity;
Ud1 = depth-averaged mean streamwise velocity of the low speed ambient stream;
Ud2 = depth-averaged mean streamwise velocity of the high speed ambient stream;
Uint = depth-averaged mean streamwise velocity at the main channel / floodplain interface;
Us = Ud2− Ud1, velocity difference between the two ambient streams;
Vd = depth-averaged mean transverse velocity
x, y, z = longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions;
= centre of the mixing layer;
δ = mixing layer width;
ρ = water density;
−
= local Reynolds-stress;
= depth-averaged Reynolds-stress;
−
λ = velocity ratio or dimensionless shear, (Ud2 − Ud1) / (Ud1 + Ud2);
λu = velocity ratio under uniform flow conditions;
Λx = streamwise integral length scale of coherent structure;
ν = kinematic viscosity of water;
Subscripts
f = concerning floodplain;
i = concerning a sub-section;
m = concerning main channel;
d = refers to a depth-averaged value
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